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Description

Background of the Invention

Field of the invention

[0001] The invention relates to a noise filter, particularly to a dynamic noise filter.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] FIG. 1A shows a characteristic curve of a temporal noise reduction (TNR) filter in the prior art. FIG. 1B shows
the relationship of continuous fields versus a temporal axis.
[0003] Noise reduction of image data is generally realizes through averaging likely correlated pixels. Referring to FIGS.
1A and 1B, for example, among interlaced fields sequentially arranged in a temporal axis, the TNR filter compares the
luminance of one single pixel (assuming a pixel pixel(cur, i, j) at the coordinate (i,j) of the current field, called "cur field")
with the luminance of the pixel pixel(pre2, i, j) at the same coordinate (i,j) of the second preceding field (called "pre2
field"). If the absolute value of luminance difference (diff = abs(pixel(cur,i,j)-pixel(pre2,i,j))) is less than th1, the pixel at
the coordinate (i,j) is treated to be static and the difference diff is assumed to be caused by noise (assuming noise is
low amplitude). If diff is more than th2, the pixel at the coordinate (i,j) is treated to be in motion. After the pixel pixel(cur,
i, j) is provided to the TNR filter, the corresponding output value of the TNR filter is as follows: 

[0004] It should be noted that throughout the specification i is defined as a row index in an image (for example, a field
or a frame) and j is defined as a column index.
[0005] Although the TNR filter has obvious noise reduction effect on static images, it has the following disadvantages
for motion images. When the amount of movement of an object is relatively small between continuous images, the
relative positions related to the object edge in the cur field and in the pre2 field are shown in FIG. 2A. FIG. 2B shows
the absolute luminance differences between the cur field and the pre2 field in FIG. 2A. FIG. 2C shows a result after the
characteristic curve of FIG. 1A is applied to the absolute luminance differences of FIG. 2B. As can be observed from
FIGS. 2A-2C, when the amount of movement of the object is relatively small between continuous images, there is a
trailing effect on the moving object after the characteristic curve in FIG. 1A is applied.
[0006] When the amount of movement of an object is relatively large between images, the relative positions related
to the object edge in the cur field and in the pre2 field are shown in FIG. 3A. FIG. 3B shows the absolute luminance
differences between the cur field and the pre2 field in FIG. 3A. FIG. 3C shows a result after the characteristic curve in
FIG. 1A is applied to the absolute luminance differences of FIG. 3B. As can be observed from FIGS. 3A-3C, when the
amount of movement of the object is relatively large between images, there is a ringing effect on the moving object after
the characteristic curve in FIG. 1A is applied.
[0007] FIG. 4A shows a moving object in the pre2 field that has been processed by the TNR filter. FIG 4B shows the
same moving object as that of FIG. 4A in the cur field which is not processed by the TNR filter, where the dotted line
represents the position of the object in the pre2 field and the solid line represents the position of the object in the cur
field. Since the cur field of FIG. 4B is not processed by the TNR filter, there is a lot of noise in the background of the
object. FIG. 4C shows the cur field that is processed by the conventional TNR filter. It can be seen from FIG. 4C that
the noise background generates a shadow or trailing effect on the moving object.
[0008] A conventional noise filter is generally a combination of a TNR filter and a spatial noise reduction (SNR) filter.
In general, parameters of a TNR filter and a SNR filter in the prior art are fixed once they are set. However, in practice,
image contents are quite complicated; for example, there are different noise levels, different amounts of movement for
different object, or different values of luminance difference between its objects and its backgrounds for each field.
Accordingly, no matter which filter (a TNR filter or a SNR filter) is applied, one single preset characteristic curve or a set
of parameters is insufficient to cover all the image contents, thereby lowering the image quality.
[0009] On the other hand, a conventional sigma filter calculates the average of the pixels having the luminance dif-
ferences or the chrominance difference within a specific range and excludes the pixels having the luminance differences
or the chrominance differences out of the specific range. For the example shown in FIG. 5A, assuming that a parameter
ppdiff (referring to a definition of equation (8)) is the maximum absolute luminance difference in a block and a parameter
factor is a preset value, a parameter R(=ppdiff 3 factor) is a range of luminance differences set by the system. According
to the prior art, the sigma filter treats the luminance ya of a target pixel pixel(cur, i, j) as a criterion and calculates the
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average of the pixels having the luminance in the range of (ya-R) to (ya+R). For example, the pixels pixel(cur, i, j+2)
and pixel(cur, i, j+3) will not be included in calculating the average since their luminance is too large. FIG. 5B shows the
relation between an actual luminance difference R_diff(y,x) and a modified luminance difference m_diff(y,x) according
to a conventional sigma filter. As shown in FIG. 5B, when the actual luminance difference R_diff(y,x) = (pixel(cur, y, x)-
pixel(cur, i, j)) between a target pixel (i,j) (at the coordinate (i,j)) and an adjacent pixel (y,x)( y≠i and x≠j) is more than +R
or less than -R, its corresponding modified luminance difference m_diff(y,x) equals 0 (that is, the slope slope2 = ∞). In
other words, the pixel pixel(cur, y, x) will be excluded from average calculation by the sigma filter in the prior art.
[0010] Take a 1x5 (m=1 (number of rows) and n=5 (number of columns)) block for example. Assuming that factor=0.25
and the luminance of five pixels in the 1x5 block is 100, 51, 25, 0, and 5 (e.g., the middle pixel having the luminance
value of 25 is the target pixel), according to the relation shown in FIG. 5B, R=(100-0)30.25=25 and thus an output value
out (=25+(0+0-25-20)/4=14) related to the target pixel is obtained at the output of the sigma filter. Assuming that there
is some noise in the 1x5 block, the luminance of the five pixels becomes 104, 50, 25, 0, and 5, sequentially. According
to the relation shown in FIG. 5B, R=(104-0)30.25=26 and thus an output value out’ (=25+(0+25-25-20)/4=20) related
to the target pixel is obtained at the output of the sigma filter. From the above example, when there is some noise in the
1x5 block, a luminance difference of six grey levels (from 14 to 20) is produced at the output of the sigma filter according
to the slope slope2=∞ in FIG. 5B and the target pixel, thereby rendering the output image quality unstable.
[0011] US Patent Publication No. 2006/0050783 presents an apparatus for reducing noise in a block-based decoded
image. The apparatus comprises a noise estimation unit, a temporal filter and a spatial noise reducer. The noise estimation
unit receives an image and a user correction level, performs noise power estimations at each pixel and provides artifact
statistical characteristics of each pixel of the image. Here, artifact statistical characteristics of each pixel are estimated
by associating to a given pixel a corresponding given image region type having distinct spatial characteristics and by
using shape-adaptive local window segmentation data associated with the given pixel. The distinct image region type
comprises a detected edge signal, a near edge and flat signal, a flat region signal and a texture signal. According to
artifact statistical characteristics of each pixel, the temporal filter performs filtering on the pixel to provide a temporally
filtered signal. According to artifact statistical characteristics of each pixel and the temporally filtered signal, the spatial
noise reducer spatial noise reducer performs filtering on the pixel to provide a temporally-spatially filtered signal.
[0012] US Patent Publication No. 2007/0236609 presents a video noise reducer that is reconfigurable and self-cali-
brating to reduce noise in a video signal. The video noise reducer comprises at least a spatial noise reducer, a temporal
noise reducer, a spatial-temporal blender, a luma/chroma motion engine, a spatial noise estimator and a temporal noise
estimator. In a spatial noise estimator, an absolute value of the difference between an input noisy signal and the output
of edge adaptive video filter is fed to a block processing module, where the field data is sub-divided into blocks of size
32x16. The mean absolute deviation values for each block is computed and the minimum of all mean absolute deviations
is taken as a spatial estimate of Gaussian noise. The temporal noise estimator is similar to the spatial noise estimator.
In the spatial noise filter, a window of 3 lines by 5 pixels are used to generate an output pixel and an equation for

generating the output pixel is given by   The temporal noise

filter is designed as first order IIR feedback recursive structure. The time domain difference equation for the temporal
noise reducer can be written as: Y[n]=(1-beta) x X[n]+beta x Y[n]. In the luma/chroma motion engine, motion bits calcu-
lation operates on a sliding window of size 3 lines by 5 pixels. 15 data values are taken from incoming field and 15 data
values are taken from previous field. Mean absolute deviation (MAD) of 15 values is computed. The MAD value is then
compared with 7 register threshold values to quantize the degree of motion. This gives three motion bits where "000"
signifies that the pixel is static and ""111" signifies that the pixel is in high motion. The three motion bits are then provided
to the spatial-temporal blender. The spatial-temporal blender assigns weights to the output of the spatial noise reducer
and the output of the temporal noise reducer based on the motion bits. The equation of the blender output is given as:
blend out=m x SNR out + (1-m) x TNR out, where "m" signifies amount of motion.

Summary of the invention

[0013] In view of the above-mentioned problems, one object of the invention is to provide a dynamic noise filter to
dynamically modify the strengths of the SNR filter and the TNR filter and to dynamically modify a blending ratio between
the output of the SNR filter and the output of the TNR filter by performing noise estimation for each image to thereby
filter out noise and obtain the best image quality.
[0014] One embodiment of the invention provides a dynamic noise filter comprising a noise estimation circuit for
receiving a current image and its corresponding preceding image and performing noise estimation to generate a temporal
attribute parameter and a spatial attribute parameter, a temporal noise reduction (TNR) filtering circuit for receiving the
current image and its corresponding preceding image and modifying its own TNR characteristic curve to generate at
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least one first filtered scan line and corresponding first parameters according to the temporal attribute parameter gen-
erated by the noise estimation circuit at the preceding image period, a motion estimation circuit for performing both a
setting and a motion estimation of a mosquito noise block according to an input image and its corresponding preceding
image to generate an amount of movement of the mosquito noise block and a mosquito flag for each pixel in the mosquito
noise block, a spatial noise reduction (SNR) filtering circuit for generating a second filtered scan line and corresponding
second parameters according to the spatial attribute parameter generated by the noise estimation circuit at the preceding
image period, outputs of the motion estimation circuit at the preceding image period, and the at least one first filtered
scan line and the corresponding first parameters, and a blending circuit for sequentially blending the second filtered
scan line and one of the at least one first filtered scan line to generate an output scan line according to the corresponding
second parameters. The dynamic noise filter is characterized in that the SNR filtering circuit comprises a vertical horizontal
filter for receiving the at least one first filtered scan line and the corresponding first parameters and for modifying its own
SNR characteristic curve according to the spatial attribute parameter generated by the noise estimation circuit at the
preceding image period and the outputs of the motion estimation circuit at the preceding image period to thereby generate
said mosquito flags, a third filtered scan line and the second parameters, wherein the vertical horizontal filter comprises
at least one vertical filtering unit and at least one horizontal filtering unit, a sigma filter for receiving the at least one first
filtered scan line and the corresponding first parameters and for performing an average calculation for a block including
a target pixel according to a predetermined pixel difference range and a predetermined negative slope to thereby generate
a fourth filtered scan line and corresponding salt-and-pepper flags, a decision circuit for deciding to enable either the
vertical horizontal filter or the sigma filter according to a predetermined threshold value and a difference between the
maximum luminance value and the minimum luminance value of the block including the target pixelin the at least one
first filtered scan line, and a median filter for receiving the outputs of the vertical horizontal filter and the sigma filter and
for deciding whether to perform a median filtering operation over the block including the target pixel to thereby generate
the second filtered scan line and the corresponding second parameters according to the salt-and-pepper flag and the
mosquito flag of the target pixel.
[0015] According to another embodiment the filter further comprises a first delay circuit, coupled among the noise
estimation circuit, the TNR filtering circuit, the SNR filtering circuit, for delaying the temporal attribute parameter and the
spatial attribute parameter for one image period; and a second delay circuit, coupled between the motion estimation
circuit and theSNR filtering circuit, for delaying outputs of the motion estimation circuit for one or two field periods when
the current image is a field and for delaying the outputs of the motion estimation circuit for one frame period when the
current image is a frame.
[0016] According to another embodiment the input image is the current image or the output image of the TNR filtering
circuit: Preferably when the input image is the output of the TNR filtering circuit, the front end of the motion estimation
circuit is further provided with a third delay circuit for delaying the corresponding preceding image of the input image for
the operating time of the TNR filtering circuit.
[0017] The applicability of the present invention will become apparent from the detailed description given hereinafter.
However, it should be understood that the detailed description and specific examples, while indicating preferred embod-
iments of the invention, are given by way of illustration only.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018] The present invention will become more fully understood from the detailed description given hereinbelow and
the accompanying drawings which are given by way of illustration only, and thus are not limitative of the present invention,
and wherein:

FIG. 1A shows a characteristic curve of a TNR filter in the prior art.
FIG. 1B shows the relationship of continuous fields versus a temporal axis.
FIG. 2A shows relative positions of the edge of an object in the cur field and in the pre2 field when the amount of
movement of the object is relatively small.
FIG. 2B shows the absolute luminance differences between the cur field and the pre2 field shown in FIG. 2A.
FIG. 2C shows a result after the characteristic curve in FIG. 1A is applied to the absolute luminance differences of
FIG. 2B.
FIG. 3A shows relative positions of the edge of an object in the cur field and in the pre2 field when the amount of
movement of the object is relatively large.
FIG. 3B shows the absolute luminance differences between the cur field and the pre2 field shown in FIG. 3A.
FIG. 3C shows a result after the characteristic curve in FIG. 1A is applied to the absolute luminance differences of
FIG. 3B.
FIG. 4A shows a moving object in the pre2 field that has been processed by a conventional TNR filter.
FIG 4B shows the same moving object as that of FIG. 4A in the cur field which is not processed by the conventional
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TNR filter.
FIG. 4C shows the cur field that is processed by the conventional TNR filter.
FIG. 5A is an example illustrating a luminance-position relationship for a plurality of pixels.
FIG. 5B shows the relationship of an actual luminance difference and a modified luminance difference according to
a sigma filter in the prior art.
FIG. 6A shows a schematic diagram of a dynamic noise filter
FIG. 6B shows a schematic diagram of the dynamic noise filter
FIG. 7A shows the relationship of the original image boundary and the effective range of image boundary enclosed
by Vs, Ve, Hs, and He.
FIG. 7B shows a diagram of a 3x5 block expanded from a target pixel (i,j) by a noise estimation circuit 610.
FIG. 7C shows one example of a noise histogram.
FIG. 8 shows a characteristic curve of a TNR filter.
FIG. 9 shows a characteristic curve of an SNR filter.
FIGS. 10A shows an example of a relation between the strong edge and the mosquito noise.
FIGS. 10B shows another example of a relation between the strong edge and the mosquito noise.
FIG. 10C shows a crisscross mosquito noise region that is expanded from a center block having a strong edge.
FIG. 11 shows a schematic circuit diagram of an SNR filter.
FIG. 12A shows one example of the relationship of the luminance, s_alpha, and positions of seven pixels.
FIG. 12B shows the relationship of the actual luminance difference and the modified luminance difference according
to the disclosed sigma filter.
FIG. 12C shows a flow chart illustrating the disclosed sigma filtering method.
FIG. 13 shows the relationship of the luminance and position of a 3x3 block having a target pixel (i,j) as the center.
FIG. 14 shows a schematic diagram of a dynamic noise filter.
FIG. 15 shows a schematic diagram of another dynamic noise filter.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0019] The noise filter according to the invention may be hardware, software, or a combination of hardware and
software (or firmware). An example of a pure solution would be a field programmable gate array (FPGA) design or an
application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) design. An example of a hardware and software implementation would be
a digital signal processor (DSP) and embedded firmware.
[0020] FIG. 6A shows a schematic diagram of a dynamic noise filter according to one embodiment of the invention.
Referring to FIG. 6A, the dynamic noise filter 600 according to the invention comprises a noise estimation circuit 610,
a TNR filter 620, a SNR filter 630, a blending circuit 640, and a motion estimation circuit 650. In this embodiment, the
noise estimation circuit 610 simultaneously receives three scan lines C(i-1), C(i), and C(i+1) of the cur field and three
scan lines P(i-1), P(i), and P(i+1) of the pre2 field to perform noise estimation and thereby generates a temporal attribute
parameter TP and a spatial attribute parameter SP. The temporal attribute parameter TP includes the parameters nr_th1
and nr_alpha while the spatial attribute parameter SP includes the parameters hl_coring, hc_coring, vl_coring, and
vc_coring. In addition, each scan line includes a plurality of pixels and each pixel includes one luminance component
and/or one chrominance component.
[0021] The TNR filter 620 coupled to the noise estimation circuit 610 simultaneously receives three scan lines C(i-1),
C(i), and C(i+1) of the cur field and three scan lines P(i-1), P(i), and P(i+1) of the pre2 field. According to the temporal
attribute parameter TP generated at the preceding field period by the noise estimation circuit 610, the TNR filter 620
blends the luminance values and/or chrominance values of the pixels at the same coordinate in the cur field and in the
pre2 field to generate three temporal filtered scan lines T(i-1), T(i), and T(i+1) and corresponding parameters t_alpha(i-
1), t_alpha(i), and t_alpha(i+1). The motion estimation circuit 650 simultaneously receives three scan lines C(i-1), C(i),
and C(i+1) of the cur field and three scan lines P(i-1), P(i), and P(i+1) of the pre2 field to perform both a mosquito flag
setting for a mosquito noise block and a motion estimation for the mosquito noise block to generate a mosquito flag
mnr_rgn and an amount of movement MBW. The SNR filter 630, coupled to the noise estimation circuit 610 and the
TNR filter 620, simultaneously receives the above three temporal filtered scan lines T(i-1), T(i), and T(i+1) and the
corresponding parameters t_alpha(i-1), t_alpha(i), and t_alpha(i+1) to generate a spatial filtered scan line S(i) and its
corresponding parameters s_alpha(i) according to the mosquito flag mnr_rgn and the amount of movement MBW gen-
erated by the motion estimation circuit 650 at the second preceding field period and the spatial parameters SP generated
by the noise estimation circuit 610 at the preceding field period. After receiving the spatial filtered scan line S(i), the
temporal filtered scan line T(i), and the parameters s-alpha(i), the blending circuit 640 blends the luminance and/or
chrominance of the pixels at the same coordinate in the scan lines S(i) and T(i) according to the parameters s_alpha(i)
to generate an output scan line B(i). For example, in a case of the pixels at the coordinate (i,j), the output pixel value of
the blending circuit 640 is B(i,j)=S(i,j)3s_alpha(i,j)+ T(i,j)3(1-s_alpha(i,j))
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[0022] The SNR filtering circuit comprises a vertical horizontal filter for receiving the at least one first filtered scan line
and the corresponding first parameters and for modifying its own SNR characteristic curve according to the spatial
attribute parameter generated by the noise estimation circuit at the preceding image period and the outputs of the motion
estimation circuit at the preceding image period to thereby generate a third filtered scan line and the second parameters,
wherein the vertical horizontal filter comprises at least one vertical filtering unit and at least one horizontal filtering unit,
a sigma filter for receiving the at least one first filtered scan line and the corresponding first parameters and for performing
an average calculation for a block including a target pixel according to a predetermined pixel difference range and a
predetermined negative slope to thereby generate fourth filtered scan line and corresponding salt-and-pepper flags, a
decision circuit for deciding to enable either the vertical horizontal filter or the sigma filter according to a predetermined
threshold value and a difference between the maximum luminance value and the minimum luminance value of the block
including the target pixel in the at least one first filtered scan line, and a median filter for receiving the outputs of the
vertical horizontal filter and the sigma filter and for deciding whether to perform a median filtering operation over the
block including the target pixel to thereby generate the second filtered scan line and the corresponding second parameters
according to a salt-and-pepper flag and a mosquito flag of the target pixel.
[0023] FIG. 6B shows a schematic diagram of a further dynamic noise filter. In the devices shown in FIG. 6A and FIG.
6B, elements with the same reference number have the same structure and operations except the input portion of the
motion estimation circuit 650. Specifically, the motion estimation circuit 650 shown in FIG. 6B receives three temporal
filtered scan lines T(i-1), T(i), and T(i+1) from the TNR filter 620 and three scan lines P(i-1), P(i), and P(i+1) of the pre2
field to perform the mosquito flag setting of a mosquito noise block and the motion estimation of the mosquito noise
block to generate the mosquito flag mnr_rgn and the amount of movement MBW. In the device shown in FIG. 6B, since
the motion estimation circuit 650 receives three temporal filtered scan lines T(i-1), T(i), and T(i+1) from the TNR filter
620, the front end of the motion estimation circuit 650 is additionally provided with three delay circuits 671 ∼673 to
compensate for the operating time of the TNR filter 620. As such, the scan lines P(i-1), P(i), and P(i+1) and the three
scan lines T(i-1), T(i), and T(i+1) from the TNR filter 620 are able to be fed into the motion estimation circuit 650
simultaneously. Hereinafter, the invention will be described in detail according to the embodiment shown in FIG. 6A.
[0024] After performing noise estimation for the cur and pre2 fields, the noise estimation circuit 610 generates a
temporal attribute parameter TP and a spatial attribute parameter SP. Meanwhile, the TNR filter 620 completes the
processing of the cur and pre2 fields as well. Thus, the noise estimation result generated by the noise estimation circuit
610 according to the cur and pre2 fields is not allowed to be fed back and applied to the cur field, as shown in FIG. 1B.
However, since the image contents between continuous fields or frames are highly correlated, the noise estimation result
of the noise estimation circuit 610 according to the cur and pre2 fields is suitable to be applied to the nxt1 field. Accordingly,
the dynamic noise filter of the invention operates without additional buffers for temporarily storing the image data of the
cur field and thus a large amount of hardware costs can be saved. During the period of the cur field, the parameters TP
and SP fed into the TNR filter 620 are the noise estimation result generated by the noise estimation circuit 610 according
to the pre1 and pre3 fields during the period of the pre1 field. Similarly, the estimation result generated by the motion
estimation circuit 650 according to the cur and pre2 fields will be applied to the nxt2 field while the mosquito flag mnr_rgn
and the amount of movement MBW fed into the SNR filter 630 are the motion estimation result generated by the motion
estimation circuit 650 according to the pre2 and pre4 fields during the period of the pre2 field. The estimation result
generated by the motion estimation circuit 650 according to the cur and pre2 fields may be applied to the nxt1 field while
the mosquito flag mnr_rgn and the amount of movement MBW fed into the SNR filter 630 are the estimation result
generated by the motion estimation circuit 650 according to the pre1 and pre3 fields during the period of the pre1 field.
[0025] Based on the above reasons and the purpose of synchronization, two delay circuits 661 and 662 may be
provided in the devices shown in FIGS. 6A and 6B. The delay circuit 661 delays its input for one-field or two-field periods
while the delay circuit 662 delays its input for one field period. In one The dynamic noise filter 600 may operate without
any delay circuit and the noise estimation circuit 610 and the motion estimation circuit 650 temporarily store the current
estimation result in a system buffer (not shown). While image data related to the nxt1 field is to be inputted to the dynamic
noise filter 600, the noise estimation circuit 610 reads out the parameters TP and SP from the system buffer and transmits
them to the TNR filter 620 and the SNR filter 630; while image data related to the nxt2 field is to be inputted to the
dynamic noise filter 600, the motion estimation circuit 650 reads out the mosquito flag mnr_rgn and the amount of
movement MBW from the system buffer and transmits them to the SNR filter 630. Therefore, the delay circuits 661 and
662 in FIGS. 6A and 6B are not essential elements and represented in dotted lines. The above devices in FIGS. 6A and
6B are described as being applied to the continuous fields. It should be noted that the circuits of FIGS. 6A and 6B can
be applied to the continuous frames as well, except that the delay circuits 661 and 662 both delay their inputs for one
frame period only.
[0026] During noise estimation, within an effective range of image boundary enclosed by Vs, Ve, Hs, and He as shown
in FIG. 7A, the noise estimation circuit 610 may treat each target pixel as the center and expands it to a 3x5 block; for
example, a target pixel at the coordinate (i,j) is expanded to a 3x5 block as shown in FIG. 7B. Assuming that noise has
low amplitude in the invention, during noise estimation, the noise estimation circuit 610 excludes motion blocks (with
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large luminance difference) in the field and blocks (with little luminance difference) located in black bar regions 702
according to the sum of absolute luminance differences for each 3x5 block. Then, a noise histogram is generated
according to the maximum absolute value of luminance difference of one pixel of each static block not located in the
black bar regions 702. For example, the following program codes may be provided to generate the noise histogram in
FIG. 7C. The noise histogram in FIG. 7C consists of a plurality of bins, where each bin index represents one of the
maximum absolute luminance differences (from 0 to 15) and the vertical axis represents the corresponding accumulated
count of each bin. The 3x5 block having the maximum absolute luminance difference more than 15 is counted in bin(15)
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[0027] Those who are skilled in the art will appreciate that the noise at low level will be magnified as well if the whole
noise level of one field is relatively large. Therefore, determining the whole noise level of one field does not need to
check each image data of the whole field but needs to sample only several pixels having the several lowest noise levels.
In one embodiment, the noise estimation circuit 610 samples 2% of the pixels having the several lowest noise levels in
one field. The following program codes are provided to calculate the noise mean u and the noise variance v.

ne_totat_th = 2% * (He - Hs) * (Ve - Vs)
  /*calculate the total number of 2% of pixels in one field*/
  count = 0; bincount = 0; sum = 0;
  sum2 = 0; enough_sample = 0;
  for i=0:15 begin
   count = count + bin(i)
   if(count >= ne_total_th)
    /*the accumulation of counts is more than or equal to the total
    number of 2% of pixels*/
    bincount = ne_total_th+bin(i)- count;
    count = ne_total_th;
     enough_sample = 1;/*meaning the number of samples is
    enough*/
  end
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     else
     bincount = bin(i)
     end
     sum = i * bincount + sum;
     sum2 = i^2 * bincount + sum2;
     if(enough_sample) break; /*meaning the number of samples
    reaches 2%*/
    end
    u = sum / count; /*calculate the noise mean */
    v = sum2 /count; /* calculate the noise variance */

[0028] In terms of the example shown in FIG. 7C, the noise estimation circuit 610 firstly determines whether the number
of samples accumulated from bin(0) to bin(15) is more than the total number of 2% of pixels (ne_total_th). The dotted
line in the figure represents that the number of samples accumulated from bin(0) to bin(4) reaches the total number of
2% of pixels (ne_total_th). There is a possibility that the number of samples accumulated from bin(0) to bin(15) is still
less than ne_total_th, meaning that the total number of samples is not enough. Such condition occurs when (1) a scene
changes or (2) a scene is completely motionless and very clean. If the above two scenes occur, it is not necessary to
process the cur field for noise reduction and the values u and v.
[0029] Regarding a series of continuous fields supplied to the noise estimation circuit 610, some fields may have
enough samples but others do not, which thus affects the reliability of the currently calculated values u and v. According
to the number (stable_cnt) of fields having enough samples in the past 16 fields, the noise estimation circuit 610 may
use the following equations to obtain the reliable noise mean u and the reliable noise variance v: 

and

[0030] Referring to the above equations, u_ref and v_ref are the initial values of u and v of the system if the number
of samples in a field is not enough. The closer the number (stable_cnt) is to 16, the greater the number of fields having
enough samples in the past 16 fields and the higher the reliability of the currently calculated noise mean u and the
currently calculated noise variance v.
[0031] According to the amount of noise contained in each field, the corresponding values u and v are calculated by
the noise estimation circuit 610 and then are used to dynamically adjust the strengths of the TNR filter 620 and the SNR
filter 630. On average, a field having a higher noise mean u and a higher noise variance v usually contains stronger
noise; in contrast, it usually needs the TNR filter 620 and the SNR filter 630 having greater filtering ability.
[0032] The following infinite impulse response (IIR) equations can be provided to obtain the averaged spatial param-
eters lpu_snr and lpv_snr, where a parameter ne_alpha is a preset value less than 16: 

[0033] In the conventional applications, it is common that a moving object creates trailing effect while a conventional
TNR is applied and a static object creates blurred effect while a conventional SNR is applied. In view of the above
problem, the invention realizes noise reduction by applying the TNR filter to static images and the SNR filter to motion
images, thus obtaining better image quality. Therefore, the noise estimation circuit 610 determines whether the cur field
as a whole is close to a static field or a motion field by calculating the total number of pixels diff_cnt having the absolute
luminance difference pixel_diff(i,j) (referring to the definition of the equation (2)) greater than a threshold value ne_th1
according to the cur field and the pre2 field. In one embodiment, if the number diff_cnt is less than a threshold value
ne_th2, it indicates that the cur field is close to an extra-static field. If the number diff_cnt is more than the threshold
value ne_th2 but less than a threshold value ne_th3 (ne_th3 > ne_th2), it indicates that the cur field is close to a static
field; otherwise, the whole cur field is close to a motion field. After determining whether the cur field is close to a static
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field, an extra-static field, or a motion field, the noise estimation circuit 610 modifies the magnitude of the values u and
v by using parameters extra_u and extra_v according to equation (5). Specifically, the more static the field, the greater
the parameters extra_u and extra_v. In one embodiment, the following IIR equations (6) and (7) are provided to obtain
the averaged temporal parameters lpu and lpv: 

[0034] It should be noted that the adjustment to u and v in equation (5) can not be fed back to affect the above spatial
parameters lpu_snr and lpv_snr of equations (3) and (4) but affects the above temporal parameters Ipu and lpv. Therefore,
through equation (5), as the cur field tends to be more static, the parameters u and v are modified to be greater to cause
the TNR filter 620 to have greater filtering ability. It is because, as the cur field is getting more static, it is allowed to
increase the filtering ability of the TNR filter 620 but not allowed to affect the SNR filter 630 (or the spatial parameters
lpu_snr and lpv_snr).
[0035] FIG. 8 shows a characteristic curve of the TNR filter according to the invention. The noise estimation circuit
610 uses the above temporal parameters Ipu and lpv to generate the temporal attribute parameter TP (nr_alpha and
nr_th1) of the characteristic curve of the TNR filter in FIG. 8. The noise estimation circuit 610 may use the following
program codes according to the temporal parameters Ipu and lpv to generate the temporal attribute parameters nr_alpha
and nr_th1: 

/* v_ref, u_ref, alpha_fact and th1_fact are all preset values*/.
[0036] It can be seen from the above program codes that nr_alpha is less as the noise variance is getting greater (i.e.,
lpv is getting greater); besides, nr_th1 is greater and the filtering ability of the TNR filter is stronger as the noise mean
is getting greater (i.e., Ipu is getting greater). In practice, each of the parameters nr_alpha and nr_th1 is offered a
dynamical range of modification. For example, as shown by the dotted lines in FIG. 8, nr_alpha is adjusted in the range
of nr_alpha_min to nr_alpha_max while nr_th1 is adjusted in the range of nr_th1_min to nr_th1_max. Then, at the
beginning of the next field period, the noise estimation circuit 610 supplies the above temporal attribute parameter TP
(nr_alpha and nr_th1) to the TNR filter 620 for dynamic modification of its TNR characteristic curve, as shown in FIG. 8.
[0037] The slope of the slanted line in FIG. 8 may be fixed and the distance between nr_th1 and nr_th2 may also be
fixed. Therefore, after the TNR filter 620 receives the updated temporal attribute parameters nr_alpha and nr_ th1, nr_th2
is varied horizontally according to nr_th1. As for the device in FIG. 6A, the TNR filter 620 consists of three 1xN TNR
filtering units 621∼623 and the above dynamically modified characteristic curve of the TNR filter of FIG. 8 is applicable
to each 1xN TNR filtering unit (621-623). The horizontal axis in FIG. 8 is defined as the sum of low-pass filtered luminance
differences between the cur field and the pre2 field for each pixel in a m3n block expanded from a target pixel (i,j) as
the center: 

 where  is a mxn low-pass filter and the m3n block does not have to be as large as the block in FIG.

7B. Here, the value m depends on the number of scan lines fed into each TNR filtering unit. In the embodiment of the
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TNR filtering units 621∼623, m is equal to 1.
[0038] As the TNR characteristic curve in FIG. 8 is compared to that in FIG. 1A, the horizontal axis of the traditional
TNR characteristic curve uses the luminance difference of one single pixel as the reference value while the horizontal
axis of the TNR characteristic curve uses the sum of low-pass filtered luminance differences (abslpdiff(i,j)) of one single
block as the reference value. Thus, it is easier to identify that the cause of luminance difference is either from motion or
noise. If it is determined that the cause of luminance difference is from motion, the strength of the SNR filter 630 will be
increased correspondingly. For example, after using a target pixel (i,j) as the center and expanding into a mxn block,
the 1xN TNR filtering unit 622 calculates the sum abslpdiff(i,j) and then obtains a corresponding value alpha(i,j) according
to the characteristic curve in FIG. 8. The amount of movement of the target pixel (i,j) is determined by the magnitude of
the value alpha(i,j). For example, as alpha(i,j) is getting greater, the amount of movement related to the target pixel (i,j)
is greater. Then, according to the obtained value alpha(i,j), the 1 xN TNR filtering unit (621∼623) uses equation (1) to
blend two pixel values of the target pixel (i,j) in the cur field and the pre2 field (that is, blending C(i,j) and P(i,j)) to generate
an output pixel value T(i,j) (including luminance Y and chrominance C) and then transmits t_alpha(i,j) (= alpha(i,j)-
nr_alpha) related to the pixel value T(i,j) to the SNR filter 630 for dynamic modification of its filtering ability. As t_alpha(i,
j) is getting greater, the corresponding filtering ability of the SNR filter 630 is greater.
[0039] FIG. 9 shows a characteristic curve of the SNR filter. According to the device shown in FIG. 6A, the SNR filter
630 is implemented using a vertical horizontal filter. The vertical horizontal filter includes a vertical SNR filtering unit 631
and a horizontal SNR filtering unit 632. The characteristic curve in FIG. 9 is applicable to both the vertical SNR filtering
unit 631 and the horizontal SNR filtering unit 632. The vertical axis of FIG. 9 represents the gain while the horizontal
axis represents the difference ppdiff between the maximum value and the minimum value of a m3n block (expressed
as bk(cur,i,j,m,n), this SNR block does not need to be as large as the TNR block) as a target pixel (i,j) being a center is
expanded into the m3n block in the cur field. In one embodiment, the following program codes are provided to obtain
the output of the SNR filtering unit:

maxvalue = max(bk(cur,i,j, m,n));
/*the maximum value within the mxn block in the cur field*/ minvalue = min(bk(cur,i,j, m,n));
/* the minimum value within the mxn block in the cur field */ 

aug = hpf(bk(cur,i,j,m,n));
/* quantified value aug indicating the degree of high-frequency in the mxn block*/ 

/*the output pixel_out (i,j) of the SNR filtering unit is obtained after the input bk(cur,i,j,m,n) is fed into the SNR filtering
unit*/

[0040] It should be noted that, unlike the modification of the TNR characteristic curve of FIG. 8, each of the vertical
SNR filtering unit 631 and the horizontal SNR filtering unit 632 only adjusts the value coring of its own SNR characteristic
curve without changing the initial gain value (smooth) and the slope of the slanted line according to the parameters
generated by the noise estimation circuit 610 and the motion estimation circuit 650.
[0041] After generating the spatial parameters lpu_snr and lpv_snr according to equations (3) and (4), the noise
estimation circuit 610 may generate the spatial attribute parameter SP (including vl_coring, vc_coring, hl_coring, and
hc_coring) for transmitting them to the SNR filter 630 according to the following four equations: 

 /*adjusting the value coring of the vertical SNR luminance characteristic curve */ 
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/*adjusting the value coring of the vertical SNR chrominance characteristic curve */ 

/*adjusting the value coring of the horizontal SNR luminance characteristic curve */ 

/*adjusting the value coring of the horizontal SNR chrominance characteristic curve */
[0042] It should be noted that the invention does not restrict the vertical SNR filtering unit 631 to being installed at the
front end of the horizontal SNR filtering unit 632 in the SNR filter 630. A circuit designer can adjust the operating order
according to application needs. In another embodiment of the SNR filter 630, three horizontal SNR filtering units 632
are installed at the front end of the vertical SNR filtering unit 631 (not shown).
[0043] On the other hand, mosquito noise (as shown in FIG. 10A and FIG. 10B) is common around strong edge regions
of ordinary images. It is caused by discrete cosine transformation (DCT) during image compression. As long as there
is a strong edge region detected in the image, the strength of the SNR filter 630 will be modified to improve or even
solve the mosquito noise problem. Mosquito noise can be divided into static mosquito noise and motion mosquito noise.
Generally, the static mosquito noise is recognized easily by human eyes and has to be improved immediately; in contrast,
whether to filter out the motion mosquito noise depends on application needs.
[0044] The motion estimation circuit 650 determines whether there is a strong edge region in a 4x4 block (or an 8x8
block or a 4x8 block) at the same coordinate between the cur field and the pre2 field. For example, if the difference ppdiff
(referring to the definition of equation (8)) between the maximum value of luminance difference and the minimum value
of luminance difference in the 4x4 block including a target pixel (i,j) is more than a threshold value mnr_th, the motion
estimation circuit 650 will determine that there is a strong edge region in the 4x4 block. If the 4x4 block having a strong
edge region is detected, the 4x4 block is treated as the center block and then expanded into a crisscross mosquito noise
region, as shown in FIG. 10C. In another embodiment, the 4x4 block as the center block is expanded into a 12x12 square
mosquito noise region (not shown). Accordingly, in the motion estimation circuit 650, the mosquito flag of each pixel
inside the crisscross mosquito noise region is set to 1, i.e., mnr_rgn(y,x)=1. The motion estimation circuit 650 performs
motion estimation over each 4x4 mosquito noise block inside the crisscross mosquito noise region between the cur field
and the pre2 field so as to generate a corresponding amount of movement MBW for each 4x4 mosquito noise block.
According to the above description, the results of mosquito flag setting and motion estimation performed by the motion
estimation circuit 650 according to the cur field and the pre2 field are applied to the nxt2 field. The mosquito noise blocks
(marked with the flag mnr_rgn(y,x)) and their corresponding amount of movement MBW currently fed into the SNR filter
630 are the results of mosquito flag setting and motion estimation performed by the motion estimation circuit 650 according
to the pre2 and pre4 fields two field periods ago.
[0045] After receiving the spatial attribute parameters vl_coring, vc_coring, hl_coring and hc_coring, the vertical SNR
filtering unit 631 and the horizontal SNR filtering unit 632 further modify the parameters vl_coring, vc_coring, hl_coring
and hc_coring of the SNR characteristic curve according to (1) whether the target pixel (i,j) belongs to a mosquito noise
block (or whether the mosquito flag of the target pixel (i,j) is set to 1) and (2) the amount of movement MBW of the
mosquito noise block. In one embodiment, assuming that the static mosquito noise is to be filtered out in the image, at
first the vertical SNR filtering unit 631 and the horizontal SNR filtering unit 632 determine whether the target pixel (i,j)
belongs to a mosquito noise block or not (that is, mnr_rgn(i,j)=1) and determine whether the amount of movement MBW
of the mosquito noise block is less than a threshold value mbw_th. If the above two conditions are both satisfied, the
parameters vl_coring, vc_coring, hl_coring, and hc_coring of the SNR characteristic curve are varied according to the
following equations and the parameter s_alpha(i,j) is also adjusted meanwhile.

vl_coring(i,j)=vl_coring(i,j)+ mnr_rgn(i,j)*mnr_vl_coring;
/*while mosquito noise exists, vl_coring will be further increased*/ vc_coring(i,j)=vc_coring(i,j)+ mnr_rgn(i,
j)*mnr_vc_coring;
/*while mosquito noise exists, vc_coring will be further increased */ hl_coring(i,j)=hl_coring(i,j)+mn_rgn(i,
j)*mnr_hl_coring;
/*while mosquito noise exists, hl_coring will be further increased*/ hc_coring(i,j)=hc_coring(i,j)+mnr_rgn(i,j) *
mnr_hc_coring;
/*while mosquito noise exists, hc_coring will be further increased*/ s_alpha(i,j)= t_alpha(i,j) + mnr_rgn(i,j) * mnr_gain;
/*while mosquito noise exists, t_alpha will be further increased to be s_alpha*/
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[0046] According to FIG. 6A, the SNR filter 630 receives three scan lines T(i-1), T(i), and T(i+1) from the TNR filter
620 and expands a target pixel T(i,j) being a center into a mxn block. According to the four adjusted SNR characteristic
curves (the vertical SNR luminance characteristic curve, the vertical SNR chrominance characteristic curve, the horizontal
SNR luminance characteristic curve and the horizontal SNR chrominance characteristic curve), the SNR filter 630 obtains
the different gain values g and then uses equation (9) to obtain the output pixel value S(i,j) (including its luminance
component Y and its chrominance component C) and its corresponding parameter s_alpha(i,j).
[0047] Finally, the blending circuit 640 blends the pixel values T(i,j) and S(i,j) according to s_alpha(i,j) to thereby
generate the output pixel value B(i,j). In one embodiment, the blending circuit 640 generates the output pixel value B(i,
j) according to the following equation: 

[0048] It should be noted that the disclosed SNR filter 630 can also be implemented using the circuit of FIG. 11 in
addition to one single vertical horizontal filter. FIG. 11 shows a schematic circuit diagram of a further disclosed SNR
filter. Referring now to FIG. 6A and FIG. 11, the SNR filter 630’ includes a vertical horizontal filter 112, a decision circuit
111, a sigma filter 113, and a median filter 114. The decision circuit 111 receives three scan lines T(i-1), T(i), and T(i+1)
from the TNR filter 620 and then activates the vertical horizontal filter 112 or the sigma filter 113 according to whether
the difference ppdiff (referring to the definition of equation (8)) in a block unit (for example, a 3x3 block) is more than a
preset edge value edge_th. If the difference ppdiff is less than the threshold value edge_th, the decision circuit 111
activates the vertical horizontal filter 112 and disables the sigma filter 113 via a control signal CS. On the contrary, if the
difference ppdiff is more than or equal to the threshold value edge_th, the decision circuit 111 activates the sigma filter
113 and disables the vertical horizontal filter 112 via the control signal CS. Since the structure and operations of the
vertical horizontal filter 112 has been described above, the details will not be given hereinafter.
[0049] FIG. 12A shows an exemplary relationship of luminance, t_alpha, and positions of seven pixels. Two features
of salt-and-pepper noise are that the luminance (or chrominance) of a salt-and-pepper noise is generally the maximum
or minimum in a block and the amount of movement related to the salt-and-pepper noise is generally the maximum in
the block (t_alpha regarded as an indicator). For example, a target pixel in FIG. 12A is determined to be a salt noise if
its luminance is the maximum and its amount of movement is the maximum (t_alpha is the maximum) in a block. On the
contrary, a target pixel is determined to be a pepper noise if its luminance is the minimum and its amount of movement
is the maximum in the block.
[0050] FIG. 12B shows the relationship of the actual luminance difference and the modified luminance difference
according to a sigma filter. Referring to FIG. 5B, the pixels having their luminance out of the luminance range (R∼-R)
set by the system are excluded from average calculation ({ slope2= ∞) in the conventional sigma filter; in contrast, the
sigma filter 113 as used herein offers two negative slope region (slope3=-2) in FIG. 12B to the pixels having their
luminance out of the luminance range (R∼-R). The negative slope regions are treated as a buffer area and have the
effect of maintaining a stable output image quality in the sigma filter 113.
[0051] The sigma filter 113 may also receive the m3n block (the target pixel (i,j) is positioned at the center of the
block) and uses the following program codes to generate an output pixel value S"(i,j) and its corresponding flag
salt_pepper(i,j).
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/*the output value of sigma filter related to the target pixel (i,j)*/ salt_pepper(i,j)= salt_pepper_pos(i,j) | salt_pepper_neg(i,
j); /*If the flag salt_pepper(i,j) equals 1, its corresponding pixel (i,j) is a salt-and-pepper noise*/
[0052] For the case of a 1 x5 (m=1, n=5) block and the negative slope slope3=-2, if the luminance of five pixels in the
1x5 block is 100, 51, 25, 0, and 5 (assuming the middle pixel having a luminance of 25 is the target pixel), referring to
FIG. 12B, R= ppdiff 3factor = (100-0)30.25=25 and thus the filtered output value of the sigma filter 113 is
S"=25+(0+23-25-20)/4=20. Assuming there is some noise added to the five pixels of the 1x5 block, the luminance of
the five pixels in the 1x5 block becomes 104, 50, 25, 0, and 5. According to the relation shown in FIG. 12B,
R=(104-0)30.25=26 and thus the filtered output value of the sigma filter 113 is S"=25+(0+25-25-20)/4=20. From the
above outputs, even though there is some noise added to the 1x5 block, the filtered output value of the sigma filter 113
maintains a stable output of 20.
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[0053] FIG. 12C shows a flow chart illustrating the sigma filtering method as disclosed herein. Referring to FIG. 12C,
the sigma filtering method for processing an image comprises the following steps.
[0054] Step S120: Receive a m3n block, where m is the number of rows and n is the number of columns.
[0055] Step 122: According to a target pixel (i,j) of the m3n block, calculate each actual luminance difference R_diff(y,
x) between the target pixel (i,j) and each of the other pixels (y,x) in the m3n block, i.e., R_diff(y,x) = pixel(cur,y,x) -
pixel(cur,i,j).
[0056] Step S124: Modify each actual luminance difference R_diff to be a corresponding modified luminance difference
m_diff according to a predetermined luminance difference range of R to (-R) and a predetermined negative slope slope3.
[0057] Step S126: Obtain a filtered output value according to each modified luminance difference m_diff, the luminance
of the target pixel (i,j), and the number of pixels in the m3n block. For example, the filtered output value S"(cur,i,j) related
to the target pixel pixel(cur,i,j) is obtained by calculating equation (10).
[0058] Step S128: Determine whether processing for this image data is carried out or not. If yes, it is terminated;
otherwise, the flow returns to the step S120 for the next m3n block. It should be noted that the sigma filtering method
is carried out based on the luminance of the image. Those who are skilled in the art will appreciate that the sigma filtering
method can be carried out based on the chrominance of the image.
[0059] Finally, the median filter 114 receives the outputs of the vertical horizontal filter 112 and the sigma filter 113.
As long as the flag salt_pepper(i,j) or the mosquito flag mnr_rgn(i,j) of the target pixel (i,j) is set to 1, a median filtering
operation is performed over the 3x3 block that the target pixel (i,j) belongs to. Otherwise, the median filter 114 directly
outputs its inputs to generate the output value S(i,j) and the corresponding parameter s_alpha(i,j). FIG. 13 shows one
example of the luminance y of a 3x3 block having a target pixel (i,j) as the center. Take luminance for example. The
median filter 114 performs the median filtering operation along four directions for the 3x3 block in FIG. 13 and obtains
the following median values of four directions.

med1 = median(y(i-1,j), y(i,j), y(i+1,j)); /*horizontal*/
med2 = median(y(i,j-1), y(i,j), y(i,j+1)); /*vertical*/
med3 = median(y(i-1,j-1), y(i,j), y(i+1,j+1)); /*lower left upper right*/
med4 = median(y(i-1 ,j+1), y(i,j), y(i+1,j-1)); /*upper left lower right*/

[0060] The maximum and the minimum among the four median values are as follows:

max_med = max(med1, med2, med3, med4);
min_med = min(med1, med2, med3, med4);

[0061] Then, calculate diff = median(max_med, min_med, y(i,j)) - y(i,j)). If abs(diff) is less than a threshold value
sp_th1, the output value of the median filter 114 is S(i,j) = y(i,j)+diff3sp_th2; otherwise, the output value S(i,j) = y(i,j). In
one embodiment, sp_th1 = 24 and sp_th2 = 0.5.
[0062] The circuit configuration of the dynamic noise filter is adjustable according to different image application needs
so as to decrease the hardware cost. For example, the circuit configuration in FIG. 14 is applicable to the static image
applications while the circuit configuration in FIG. 15 is applicable to the motion image applications.
[0063] FIG. 14 shows a schematic diagram of a further dynamic noise filter. Referring to FIG. 14, the dynamic noise
filter 140 includes a noise estimation circuit 610 and a TNR filter 620. Since the structures and operation of the noise
estimation circuit 610 and the TNR filter 620 are discussed above, the description will not be given hereinafter. FIG. 15
shows a schematic diagram of a further dynamic noise filter. Referring to FIG. 15, the dynamic noise filter 150 includes
a noise estimation circuit 610, a SNR filter 630, and a motion estimation circuit 650. Since the structures and operations
of the noise estimation circuit 610, the SNR filter 630, and the motion estimation circuit 650 are discussed above, the
description will not be given hereinafter. It should be noted that the SNR filter 630 can only be implemented using a
vertical horizontal filter and cannot be implemented using the circuit of FIG. 11 due to lack of the input parameter flow
t_alpha.
[0064] In conclusion, a disclosed feature is that the noise mean and the noise variance of each image are calculated
respectively to correspondingly generate the temporal attribute parameter TP and the spatial attribute parameter SP for
each image; accordingly, the strengths of both the SNR filter and the TNR filter and a blending ratio between the output
of the SNR filter and the output of the TNR filter are modified dynamically. Moreover, if there is mosquito noise or salt-
and-pepper noise detected in the image, the optimum image quality can also be achieved by modifying the strength of
the SNR filter.
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Claims

1. A dynamic noise filter, comprising:

a noise estimation circuit (610) for receiving a current image and its corresponding preceding image and per-
forming noise estimation to generate a temporal attribute parameter (TP) and a spatial attribute parameter (SP),
a temporal noise reduction (TNR) filtering circuit (620) for receiving the current image and its corresponding
preceding image and modifying its own TNR characteristic curve (FIG. 8) to generate at least one first filtered
scan line (T(i)) and corresponding first parameters (t_alpha(i)) according to the temporal attribute parameter
(TP) generated by the noise estimation circuit (610) at the preceding image period,
a motion estimation circuit (650) for performing both a setting and a motion estimation of a mosquito noise block
according to an input image and its corresponding preceding image to generate an amount (MBW) of movement
of the mosquito noise block and a mosquito flag (mnr_rgn) for each pixel in the mosquito noise block,
a spatial noise reduction (SNR) filtering circuit (630) for generating a second filtered scan line (S(i)) and corre-
sponding second parameters (s_alpha(i)) according to the spatial attribute parameter (SP) generated by the
noise estimation circuit (610) at the preceding image period, outputs of the motion estimation circuit (650) at
the preceding image period, and the at least one first filtered scan line (T(i)) and the corresponding first parameters
(t_alpha(i)), and
a blending circuit (640) for sequentially blending the second filtered scan line (S(i)) and one of the at least one
first filtered scan line (T(i)) to generate an output scan line (B(i)) according to the corresponding second param-
eters (s_alpha(i)),

characterized in that
the SNR filtering circuit (630) comprises:

a vertical horizontal filter (112) for receiving the at least one first filtered scan line (T(i)) and the corresponding
first parameters (t_atpha(i)) and for modifying its own SNR characteristic curve (FIG. 9) according to the spatial
attribute parameter (SP) generated by the noise estimation circuit (610) at the preceding image period and the
outputs of the motion estimation circuit (650) at the preceding image period to thereby generate said mosquito
flags (mnr_rgn), a third filtered scan line (S’(i)) and the second parameters (s_alpha(i)), wherein the vertical
horizontal filter(112) comprises at least one vertical filtering unit (631) and at least one horizontal filtering unit
(632),
a sigma filter (113) for receiving the at least one first filtered scan line (T(i)) and the corresponding first parameters
(t_alpha(i)) and for performing an average calculation for a block including a target pixel according to a prede-
termined pixel difference range and a predetermined negative slope (slope3) to thereby generate a fourth filtered
scan line (S"(i)) and corresponding salt-and-pepper flags (salt_pepper(i)),
a decision circuit (111) for deciding to enable either the vertical horizontal filter (112) or the sigma filter (113)
according to a predetermined threshold value (edge_th) and a difference (ppdiff) between the maximum lumi-
nance value and the minimum luminance value of the block including the target pixel in the at least one first
filtered scan line (T(i)), and
a median filter (114) for receiving the outputs of the vertical horizontal filter (112) and the sigma filter (113) and
for deciding whether to perform a median filtering operation over the block including the target pixel to thereby
generate the second filtered scan line (S(i)) and the corresponding second parameters (s_alpha(i)) according
to a the salt-and-pepper flag (salt_pepper(i)) and a the mosquito flag (mnr_rgn) of the target pixel.

2. The filter according to claim 1, further comprising:

a first delay circuit (662), coupled among the noise estimation circuit (610), the TNR filtering circuit (620), the
SNR filtering circuit (630), for delaying the temporal attribute parameter (TP) and the spatial attribute parameter
(SP) for one image period; and
a second delay circuit (661), coupled between the motion estimation circuit (650) and the SNR filtering circuit
(630), for delaying outputs of the motion estimation circuit (650) for one or two field periods when the current
image is a field and for delaying the outputs of the motion estimation circuit (650) for one frame period when
the current image is a frame.

3. The filter according to claim 1, characterized in that the input image is the current image or the output image of
the TNR filtering circuit (620).
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4. The filter according to claim 3, characterized in that, when the input image is the output of the TNR filtering circuit
(620), the front end of the motion estimation circuit (650) is further provided with a third delay circuit (671~673) for
delaying the corresponding preceding image of the input image for the operating time of the TNR filtering circuit (620).

Patentansprüche

1. Dynamischer Rauschfilter, umfassend:

eine Rausch-Abschätzungs-Schaltung (610) zum Empfangen eines gegenwärtigen Bildes und seines entspre-
chenden vorhergehenden Bildes und Ausführen einer Rauschabschätzung, um einen Zeit-Eigenschaftspara-
meter (TP) und einen Orts-Eigenschaftsparameter (SP) zu erzeugen,
eine Zeit-Rauschunterdrückungs- (TNR) Filterschaltung (620), um das gegenwärtige Bild und sein entspre-
chendes vorhergehendes Bild zu empfangen und seine eigene TNR-Charakteristikkurve (Fig. 8) zu modifizieren,
um mindestens eine erste gefilterte Abtastlinie (T(i)) und entsprechende erste Parameter (t_alpha(i)) gemäß
dem Zeit-Eigenschaftsparameter (TP), der durch die Rausch-Abschätzungs-Schaltung (610) während des Zeit-
raums des vorhergehenden Bildes erzeugt wurde, zu erzeugen,
eine Bewegungs-Abschätzungs-Schaltung (650), um sowohl ein Einstellen als auch eine Bewegungs-Abschät-
zung eines Moskito-Rausch-Blocks gemäß einem Eingangsbild und seinem entsprechenden vorhergehenden
Bild auszuführen, um ein Maß (MBW) einer Bewegung des Moskito-Rausch-Blocks und eine Moskito-Bit-Mar-
kierung (mnr_rgn) für jeden Bildpunkt in dem Moskito-Rausch-Block zu erzeugen,
eine Orts-Rauschunterdrückungs- (SNR) Filterschaltung (630), um eine zweite gefilterte Abtastlinie (S(i)) und
entsprechende zweite Parameter (s_alpha(i)) zu erzeugen, gemäß dem Orts-Eigenschaftsparameter (SP), der
durch die Rausch-Abschätzungs-Schaltung (610) während des Zeitraums des vorhergehenden Bildes erzeugt
wurde, Ausgaben der Bewegungs-Abschätzungsschaltung (650) während des Zeitraums des vorhergehenden
Bildes und der mindestens einen ersten gefilterten Abtastlinie (T(i)) und der entsprechenden ersten Parameter
(t_alpha(i)), und
eine Mischschaltung (640), um nacheinander die zweite gefilterte Abtastlinie (S(i)) und eine der mindestens
einen ersten gefilterten Abtastlinien (T(i)) aufeinander folgend zu mischen, um eine Ausgabe-Abtastlinie (B(i))
gemäß den entsprechenden zweiten Parametern (s_alpha(i)) zu erzeugen,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die SNR-Filterschaltung (630) umfasst:

einen Vertikal-Horizontal-Filter (112), um die mindestens eine erste gefilterte Abtastlinie (T(i)) und die ent-
sprechenden ersten Parameter (t_alpha(i)) zu empfangen, und um seine eigene SNR-Charakteristikkurve
(Fig. 9) zu modifizieren, gemäß dem Orts-Eigenschaftsparameter (SP), der durch die Rausch-Abschät-
zungs-Schaltung (610) während des Zeitraums des vorhergehenden Bildes erzeugt wurde, und den Aus-
gaben der Bewegungs-Abschätzungsschaltung (650) während des Zeitraums des vorhergehenden Bildes,
um dadurch die Moskito-Bit-Markierungen (mnr_rgn), eine dritte gefilterte Abtastlinie (S’(i)) und die zweiten
Parameter (s_alpha(i)) zu erzeugen, wobei der Vertikal-Horizontal-Filter (112) mindestens eine vertikale
Filtereinheit (631) und mindestens eine horizontale Filtereinheit (632) umfasst,
einen Sigmafilter (113), um die mindestens eine erste gefilterte Abtastlinie (T(i)) und die entsprechenden
ersten Parameter (t_alpha(i)) zu empfangen, und um eine Mittelungs-Berechnung für einen Block durch-
zuführen, der einen Zielbildpunkt einschließt, gemäß einem vorbestimmten Bildpunktdifferenzbereich und
einem vorbestimmten negativen Gefalle (slope3), um dadurch eine vierte gefilterte Abtastlinie (S"(i)) und
entsprechende Salz- und Pfeffer-Bit-Markierungen (salt_pepper(i)) zu erzeugen,
eine Entscheidungsschaltung (111), um zu entscheiden, ob entweder der Vertikal-Horizontal-Filter (112)
oder der Sigmafilter (113) aktiviert wird, gemäß einem vorbestimmten Schwellenwert (edge_th) und einer
Differenz (ppdiff) zwischen dem maximalen Luminanzwert und dem minimalen Luminanzwert des Block,
der den Zielbildpunkt in der mindestens einen ersten gefilterten Abtastlinie (T(i)) einschließt, und
einen Medianfilter (114), um die Ausgaben des Vertikal-Horizontal-Filters (112) und des Sigmafilters (113)
zu empfangen und um zu entscheiden, ob ein Medianfilterungsvorgang über den Block ausgeführt werden
soll, der den Zielbildpunkt einschließt, um dadurch die zweite gefilterte Abtastlinie (S(i)) und die entspre-
chenden zweiten Parameter (s_alpha(i)) gemäß der Salz-und-Pfeffer-Bit-Markierung (salt_pepper(i)) und
der Moskito-Bit-Markierung (mnr_rgn) des Zielbildpunkts zu erzeugen.

2. Filter gemäß Anspruch 1, weiter umfassend:
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eine erste Verzögerungsschaltung (662), die zwischen der Rausch-Abschätzungs-Schaltung (610), der TNR-
Filterschaltung (620), der SNR-Filterschaltung (630) gekoppelt ist, um den Zeit-Eigenschaftsparameter (TP)
und den Orts-Eigenschaftsparameter (SP) um einen Zeitraum eines Bildes zu verzögern; und
eine zweite Verzögerungsschaltung (661), die zwischen der Bewegungs-Abschätzungs-Schaltung (650) und
der SNR-Filterschaltung (630) gekoppelt ist, um die Ausgaben der Bewegungs-Abschätzungs-Schaltung (650)
um einen oder zwei Zeiträume eines Feldes zu verzögern, wenn das gegenwärtige Bild ein Feld ist, und um
die Ausgaben der Bewegungs-Abschätzungs-Schaltung (650) um einen Zeitraum eines Einzelbilds zu verzö-
gern, wenn das gegenwärtige Bild ein Einzelbild ist.

3. Filter gemäß Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Eingabebild das gegenwärtige Bild oder das Aus-
gabebild der TNR-Filterschaltung (620) ist.

4. Filter gemäß Anspruch 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass, wenn das Eingabebild das Ausgabebild der TNR-
Filterschaltung (620) ist, das Frontend der Bewegungs-Abschätzungs-Schaltung (650) weiter mit einer dritten Ver-
zögerungsschaltung (671∼673) versehen ist, um das entsprechende vorhergehende Bild des Eingangsbildes um
die Betriebszeit der TNR-Filterschaltung (620) zu verzögern.

Revendications

1. Filtre de bruit dynamique, comprenant :

un circuit d’estimation de bruit (610) pour recevoir une image en cours et son image précédente correspondante
et exécuter une estimation de bruit pour générer un paramètre d’attribut temporel (TP) et un paramètre d’attribut
spatial (SP),
un circuit de filtrage de réduction de bruit temporel (TNR) (620) pour recevoir l’image en cours et son image
précédente correspondante et modifier sa propre courbe caractéristique de réduction de bruit temporel (figure
8) pour générer au moins une première ligne de balayage filtrée (T(i)) et des premiers paramètres correspondants
(t_alpha(i)) selon le paramètre d’attribut temporel (TP) généré par le circuit d’estimation de bruit (610) à la
période d’image précédente,
un circuit d’estimation de mouvement (650) pour exécuter à la fois un réglage et une estimation de mouvement
d’un bloc de bruit de papillotement selon une image d’entrée et son image précédente correspondante pour
générer une quantité (MBW) de mouvement du bloc de bruit de papillotement et une balise de papillotement
(mnr_rgn) pour chaque pixel dans le bloc de bruit de papillotement,
un circuit de filtrage de réduction de bruit spatial (SNR) (630) pour générer une deuxième ligne de balayage
filtrée (S(i)) et des seconds paramètres correspondants (s_alpha(i)) selon le paramètre d’attribut spatial (SP)
généré par le circuit d’estimation de bruit (610) à la période d’image précédente, les sorties du circuit d’estimation
de mouvement (650) à la période d’image précédente, et l’au moins une première ligne de balayage filtrée (T(i))
et les premiers paramètres correspondants (t_alpha(i)), et
un circuit de mélange (640) pour mélanger successivement la deuxième ligne de balayage filtrée (S(i)) et une
parmi l’au moins une première ligne de balayage filtrée (T(i)) pour générer une ligne de balayage de sortie (B(i))
selon les seconds paramètres correspondants (s_alpha(i)),
caractérisé en ce que
le circuit de filtrage de réduction de bruit spatial (630) comprend :

un filtre vertical horizontal (112) pour recevoir l’au moins une première ligne de balayage filtrée (T(i)) et les
premiers paramètres correspondants (t_alpha(i)) et pour modifier sa propre courbe caractéristique de ré-
duction de bruit spatial (figure 9) selon le paramètre d’attribut spatial (SP) généré par le circuit d’estimation
de bruit (610) à la période d’image précédente et les sorties du circuit d’estimation de mouvement (650) à
la période d’image précédente pour générer de ce fait lesdites balises de papillotement (mnr_rgn), une
troisième ligne de balayage filtrée (S’(i)) et les seconds paramètres (s_alpha(i)), dans lequel le filtre vertical
horizontal (112) comprend au moins une unité de filtrage vertical (631) et au moins une unité de filtrage
horizontal (632),
un filtre sigma (113) pour recevoir l’au moins une première ligne de balayage filtrée (T(i)) et les premiers
paramètres correspondants (t_atpha(i)) et pour exécuter un calcul de moyenne pour un bloc comprenant
un pixel cible selon une plage de différence de pixel prédéfinie et une pente négative prédéfinie (slope3)
pour générer de ce fait une quatrième ligne de balayage filtrée (S"(i)) et des balises sel et poivre corres-
pondantes (salt_pepper(i)),
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un circuit de décision (111) pour décider d’activer l’un ou l’autre du filtre vertical horizontal (112) ou du filtre
sigma (113) selon une valeur seuil prédéfinie (edge_th) et une différence (ppdiff) entre la valeur maximale
de luminance et la valeur minimale de luminance du bloc comprenant le pixel cible dans l’au moins une
première ligne de balayage filtrée (T(i)), et
un filtre médian (114) pour recevoir les sorties du filtre vertical horizontal (112) et du filtre sigma (113) et
pour décider s’il faut ou non effectuer une opération de filtrage médian sur le bloc comprenant le pixel cible
pour générer de ce fait la deuxième ligne de balayage filtrée (S(i)) et les seconds paramètres correspondants
(s_alpha(i)) selon la balise sel et poivre (salt_pepper(i)) et la balise de papillotement (mnr_rgn) du pixel cible.

2. Filtre selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre :

un premier circuit à retard (662), couplé parmi le circuit d’estimation de bruit (610), le circuit de filtrage de
réduction de bruit temporel (620), le circuit de filtrage de réduction de bruit spatial (630), pour retarder le
paramètre d’attribut temporel (TP) et le paramètre d’attribut spatial (SP) pour une période d’image ; et
un second circuit à retard (661), couplé entre le circuit d’estimation de mouvement (650) et le circuit de filtrage
de réduction de bruit spatial (630), pour retarder les sorties du circuit d’estimation de mouvement (650) pendant
une ou deux périodes de champ lorsque l’image en cours est un champ et pour retarder les sorties du circuit
d’estimation de mouvement (650) pendant une période de trame lorsque l’image en cours est une trame.

3. Filtre selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que l’image d’entrée est l’image en cours ou l’image de sortie du
circuit de filtrage de réduction de bruit temporel (620).

4. Filtre selon la revendication 3, caractérisé en ce que, lorsque l’image d’entrée est la sortie du circuit de filtrage de
réduction de bruit temporel (620), l’extrémité frontale du circuit d’estimation de mouvement (650) comporte en outre
un troisième circuit à retard (671∼673) pour retarder l’image précédente correspondante de l’image d’entrée pendant
le temps de fonctionnement du circuit de filtrage de réduction de bruit temporel (620).
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